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CoinFresh - Introduction

Introduction
CoinFresh facilitates investment opportunities and
education for the crypto community. The platform
is friendly for users of all experience levels and
facilitates understanding regarding investment
risk and strategy. Projects maintain vetting from
expert analysts who share their methodologies with
the community, thereby providing education and
protection to CoinFresh users!

All-In-One Platform
Easy Access to whitelists
Quality Assurance
Incentivized Ecosystem
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CoinFresh - Introduction

Problem & Solution
Problem

Campaigns like SweepWidget and Gleam
make it easy for projects to track incentives
but don’t facilitate access for creators and
developers or sufficiently incentivize user
loyalty. Many investors often liquidate
quickly, and the team must engage with
multiple communities to maximize their
exposure to presale whitelist projects.

CoinFresh Solution

CoinFresh bridges this disconnect by
aggregating high-quality presale whitelist
projects in a single incentivized blockchain
environment. We’re your one-stop shop to
engage with a large community of highly
dedicated and incentivized investors.
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CoinFresh - Benefits for Investors

Benefits of CoinFresh
Investors

Whitelist Access - Get access to whitelists
more easily by holding CoinFresh tokens.
Each project listed on the site will hand out
10% of the whitelist allocations to CoinFresh
holders.
Vetted projects only - Each project is
throughly vetted by the CoinFresh team
prior to release. Enjoy all the benefits of
whitelist access without spending countless
hours doing research. We will do it for you!
Education - CoinFresh holders will benefits
from frequent informative and educational
videos and articles written by experts with
years of experience of the scene.
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CoinFresh - Benefits for Developers

Benefits of CoinFresh
Developers

Broad Audience - In exchange for the
whitelist allocations, developers will get
access to our broad audience of CoinFresh
holders.
Marketing Assistance - Exclusive usage of
CoinFresh marketing connections, including
contacts to listing sites. Free of charge.
KYC Audits - Access to proper KYC audit
conducted by outside legal team.
Cost savings - Save in marketing costs
by using CoinFresh as your one-stop
marketing and whitelist hub. Benefit from
our connections in exchange for whitelist
allocation spots.
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CoinFresh - Tokenomics

Tokenomics
$CoinFresh

Total Supply - 1 Quadrillion tokens
50% Initial Burn before launch

Buy Tax 10%
•
•
•

5% Marketing
3% Liquidity
2% Project Development

Sell Tax 16%
• 3% Rewards
• 5% Marketing
• 3% Liquidity
• 2% Development and Salaries
• 3% Buyback and Burn
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CoinFresh - Token Usage

CoinFresh Usage
Revenue model

Platform Revenue
CoinFresh platform gets revenue from
selling strategically placed banner
advertisements on the website and by
reserving dedicated spots for sponsored
listings. Note! These listings will be clearly
marked as sponsored listings.
Revenue Usage
20% of the revenue generated will be used
to buy and burn $CoinFresh tokens, thus
driving the price of the token higher and
further giving incentive to hold the tokens.
Major amount of the funds are used to
develop the platform features and market
it through various methods, such as Google
and Facebook Ads.
10% is reserved fully for charity usage.
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CoinFresh - Whitelist Access

Whitelist Access
Spot allocations

CoinFresh token holders
10% of the whitelist spots for audited
projects are secured exclusively for
CoinFresh token holders.
VIP Access
60-70% of the whitelist spots are reserved
for VIP Access holders.
VIP Access subscription is given to loyal
holders based on their token holding
time. It can also be obtained through
various competitions, such as biggest
buy competition, held frequently to the
CoinFresh token holders.
Buy and Burn
30% of the spots can be purchased with
CoinFresh tokens, which are then burned to
further drive token supply down and rise the
floor price.
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CoinFresh - Roadmap

Phase 1 - Nov 21
Project Planning
Team Building

Phase 2 - Dec 21
Private Sale
Platform Launch
Website Revamp
Project Partnerships

Roadmap
Team Building
Website Launch

Alpha Testing
Coinfresh Token Launch
NFT marketplace development

Phase 3 - Jan 22
Exchange Listings
Surprise Launch
Further Usecase development

NFT Marketplace Launch
CoinFresh NFT Collection

Phase 2 - Feb-March 22
Exchange Listings
Surprise Launch

NFT Marketplace Launch
CoinFresh NFT Collection

Join the next revolution.
Twitter.com/CoinFresh5

www.coinfresh.in

t.me/CoinFreshOfficial

